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Handbook of Psychology in Legal ContextsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The second edition of this popular international handbook highlights the developing relationship between psychology and the law. Consisting of all-new material and drawing on the work of practitioners and academics from the UK, Europe, North America and elsewhere, this volume looks not only at the more traditional elements of psychology and the law...
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Make: Arduino Bots and Gadgets: Six Embedded Projects with Open Source Hardware and SoftwareMake Books, 2011

	In the early days, embedded systems were built primarily by engineers in a
	pretty exclusive club. Embedded devices and software tools were expensive,
	and building a functional prototype required significant software engineering and electrical engineering experience.


	With the arrival of Arduino, the open source electronics...
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Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 RecipesMacromedia Press, 2005
Looking for timesaving ways to get frequently needed data-driven applications up and running? Look no further! In this book, you'll find a primer for using data sources to connect your Dreamweaver pages to a database. Lowery and Ott then provide step-by-step...
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Encyclopedia of Pulp Fiction Writers (Literary Movements)Facts on File, 2002

	From the early days of dime novels to contemporary mass-market paperbacks, pulp fiction is a vital part of popular culture. This volume offers a survey of the scores of well-known and unsung heroes of popular literature. It seeks to cover the entire spectrum of pop literature's greatest entertainers and artists; the multimillion-copy...
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Maximum Mac OS X SecuritySams Publishing, 2003
While Mac OS X is becoming more and more stable with each release, its UNIX/BSD underpinnings have security implications that ordinary Mac users have never before been faced with.  Mac OS X can be used as both a powerful Internet server, or, in the wrong hands, a very powerful attack launch point.

Yet most Mac OS X books are generally...
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Measuring the Angular Momentum of Supermassive Black Holes (SpringerBriefs in Astronomy)Springer, 2013

	Measuring the spin distribution of supermassive black holes is of critical importance for understanding how these black holes and their host galaxies form and evolve over time, yet this type of study is only in its infancy.  This brief describes how astronomers measure spin in supermassive black holes using X-ray...
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Signal Processing for Remote SensingCRC Press, 2007


	Signal processing has been playing an increasingly important role in remote sensing,

	though most remote sensing literatures are concerned with remote sensing images. Many

	data received by remote sensors such as microwave and geophysical sensors, are signals or

	waveforms, which can be processed by analog and digital signal...
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Obsessed by a Dream: The Physicist Rolf Widerøe – a Giant in the History of Accelerators (Springer Biographies)Springer, 2019

	
		This Open Access biography chronicles the life and achievements of the Norwegian engineer and physicist Rolf Widerøe. Readers who meet him in the pages of this book will wonder why he isn't better known. 

	The first of Widerøe's many pioneering contributions in the field of accelerator physics was the...
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Evolutionary Algorithms in Molecular Design (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry)John Wiley & Sons, 2000


	Nature has solved its most complicated problem, the creation, variation, and improvement

	of living organisms, in a simple and efficient manner. Starting from primitive forms in

	earth history, mutation and crossover produced variations that had to struggle for their

	existence and to compete with their ancestors and genetically...
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TcL Scripting for Cisco IOS (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	A guide to building and modifying Tcl scripts to automate network administration tasks


	 


	Streamline Cisco network administration and save time with Tcl scripting


	Cisco networking professionals are under relentless pressure to...
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Essentials of Financial AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Essentials of Financial Analysis

Full of valuable tips, techniques, illustrative real-world examples, exhibits, and best practices, this handy and concise paperback will help you stay up to date on the newest thinking, strategies, developments, and technologies in financial analysis.

"Essentials of Financial Analysis is a...
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Detecting Lies and Deceit: Pitfalls and Opportunities (Wiley Series in Psychology of Crime, Policing and Law)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Why do people lie?


Do gender and personality differences affect how people lie?
    

How can lies be detected?    

    Detecting Lies and Deceit provides the most comprehensive review of deception to date. This revised edition provides an up-to-date...
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